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Wrangler Unlimited features Blind Spot Monitor and
Rear Cross Traffic Detection to warn the driver of any
vehicles in the blind spot. The cabin also has adaptive

cruise control. The volume of the luggage compartment
has also increased significantly, now it can be increased
to 1520 liters! Bosch employees took an active part in

the development of the new design of HOWO Wranglers
Unlimite. This made it possible to achieve comfort and
functionality that were previously only found in higher-

class cars. And in the HOW0Wranger Unlimit cabin
there are additional features that will be useful to the

driver: - management of light indicators and navigation
devices - tire pressure sensors - temperature sensor

Bosch specialists paid a lot of attention to the safety and
comfort of the driver, which made the car even more

reliable and safe. At the moment, there are practically no
cars manufactured since 2003 in Russia. HOW1035B is
no exception as it was introduced in 2007 at the Paris
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Motor Show. HOW1036B entered the market in 2008. A
year after the official presentation in China, it went on

sale in European markets. In 2009, HOW 1035B entered
the market of the CIS countries. The new HOW-1035 is

a worthy example of what can be done. The car has
many more interesting technical features that you should
definitely try! In Russia HOW1050 will be available as a
new car for leasing. _____________________________
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